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ABSTRACT  

              The present article namely ‘degradation of wetland Eco-system with special reference to 

Deepar Beel in Assam – an empirical study makes an attempt to highlight the impact of the 

degradation of wetland on the dependent community using both  primary and secondary data.   As per 

2001 census report , 79.2 per cent of the total Scheduled Castes of Assam depends on wetlands  as 

their livelihood. In Assam as well as in erstwhile Kamrup district fishing community comprises six 

groups , namely Kaibartas,Jal-Keots,Patnis,Jhalo-malos,Namasudras and Hiras.  With the growth of 

population the increasing activities of human being on the wetlands degrade  its ecosystem .Similarly 

the ecosystem of the Deepor beel is being degraded day by day .As a result the productivity of the 

wetlands is declining and therefore , the different organism of the beel  are being threatened. At the 

same time the people of the fishing community are suffering from economic crisis. 

Keeping in  view this background the article aims at an assessment of present status of the  

Deepar beel under study at micro level  and finding out the constraints associated with the wetlands. 

Moreover the study makes an attempt to examine the wetland ecosystem in terms of both physico-

chemical and socio-economic parameters .Further with the help of the case study over a total of 94 

sample households of sample villages near the sample wetlands an effort is made to find out the 

present plight of the fishing community.fishing community 
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1.0 Introduction 

         The objectives of this study are (i) to estimate the abundance and diversity of macrophytes 

in the study area, (ii) to estimate the abundance and diversity of fishes in the selected floodplain 

wetlands (iii) to analyze the water parameters of the study sites (iv) to find out a relationship 

between macrophytes abundance and fish availability. 

 1.1   Methodology  

         During my field work a few suitable methods were used following standard methods like 

phytosociological studies for plants, vegetation biomass sampling, and chemical analysis of water. 

For the study, various secondary data from scientific journals was referred and used. For the study 

purpose, one wetland namely Depar beel is selected . 

 (a) Sample collection and chemical analysis -Sample plots :  

          Field sampling of water, macrophyte and fish were conducted in Pre-monsoon, Monsoon 

and Post-monsoon by the standard sampling methods. 

(b)  Stations : Three sampling stations were identified:  

            Three sampling stations were identified from each of the wetland namely A1, A2,A3 

(Deepor beel) to estimate the abundance and diversity of macrophytes, abundance and diversity of 

fishes and to analyze the water parameters of the study sites. All stations were 50 meter distance 

from each other. 

(c) Collection of Macrophytes : Macrophytes are collected using long handed hooks nets or by 

hand. For quantification of sample in a given area the floating or sinking type of quadrates of 

known sizes ( 1m × 1m) made up of wood are used. These quadrates are placed in the macrophyte 

locality to mark the area from which sample is to be taken. Macrophytes taken out are thoroughly 

washed, excess water is absorbed on a cloth or filter paper, and then the macrophytes are kept in a 

herbarium sheet for the preparation of  herbarium and then these macrophytes are identified with 

the help of pertinent literature. 

(d) Macrophyte biomass sampling : Biomass is the dry weight of the total vegetation or target 

species inside a quadrat. Sampling consists of clipping the vegetation to ground level, sorting by 

species, oven drying the sorted clippings, and weighing. 

(e) Fish Collection : Fish samples were collected using 3.5m dia cast net and 100 x 1.5m 

dimension gill nets. Fish samples were also collected through random sampling from the fish 

landing centres (FAO, 1974). The specimens were immersed immediately in concentrated 

formalin for proper orientation and then preserved finally in 10% formalin. Fishes were identified 

after standard literature survey (Hamilton, 1822; Day, 1878 & 1889; Shaw and Shebbeare, 1938; 

Mishra, 1959; Menon, 1974 & 1999; Jayaram, 1981 & 1999; Greenwood et al, 1966). 

(f) Water test :During the period from  August ,2011 to December  Samples were  collected to 

provide a representation of carried water conditions present on the site including the unvegetated 
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areas. Acidity (pH), Free CO2, Dissolve Oxygen, Total Alkalinity, BOD are tested with standard 

method in the laboratory. Air temperature, Water temperature, Time, Transparency are recorded 

during the time of field visit. 

This article consists of two parts :  

Part I deals with the ecological status of the deepar beel and the Part 2 deals with results and 

discussion 

Part I 

Ecological Status of the Deepar Beel 

 

 

1.1 Introduction  

            Deepor beet is a large natural wetland situated in the southwest of the Brahmaputra river near 

Guwahati city. This massive water body with an area of 4000 ha is the only major storm water storage 

basin for Guwahati city. The beet harbours several species of flora and fauna and are a repository of 

several species of migratory birds. At present, the bee is subjected to environmental degradation due 

to natural and anthropogenic factors. The beel harbours 45 genera of plankton and also a variety of 

macrophytes and benthos. A population of about 7000 peoples living around the beet are directly or 

indirectly dependent on it for their livelihood. Considering its ecological significance. Deepor bed was 

designated as Ramsar Wetland Site in 2002. Conservation strategies of the Deepor bee) are discussed.      

          1.2 Location : The vast water bodies situated at a distance of about 18 kms South Western part 

of Guwahati, the premier city in the North Eastern part of the country, is known as Deepor Beel. The 

beel is a open type lake-basin connected with set of inflow and outflow channels. It is about 165 ft to 

185 ft above the mean sea level. Deepor Beel is the largest natural wetland of lower Assam and it has 

tremendous biological and environmental importance. Deepor Beel  is located at 26003/26// N to 

26009/ 26//N and longitudes  90036/39// to  900 41/25// E . It is a former channel of the Brahmaputra 

river. This massive water body with an area of 4000 ha is the only major storm water storage basin for 

Guwahati city. The beel has actual perennial water holding area of about 10.1 sq km and may extend 

up to 40.1 sq km during flood (Gogol, 2007). The northern fringe is encompassed by Jalukbari Hill 

and National highway 37. The fishermen villages (Keotpara, Kalipara, and Koibartapara) demarcate 

the Western Boundary of the beel. 

          The Deepor Beel is open type lake basin connected with sets of inflow and outflow channels. 

Originally the beel had its natural linkages with the Brahinaputra river through the Sola beel and 

swampy areas of Pandu to the northeast. It is the main storm water storage basin for the Guwahati city 

(Deka and Goswami, 1992) 
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         The site is located in a former channel of the river Brahmaputra. in a broad U-shaped valley. 

It is rammed between steep highlands built-up of gneisses and schist. The beel and its low land fringe 

are underlain by recent alluvian consisting of clay, silt, sand and pebbles. The main sources of water 

are the rivers Basistha and Kalmani, and local monsoon run-off between May and September. The 

beel drains into the Brahmaputra river, through the Khonajan channel. The river Khonajan and small 

channel of Dharapur in the north and a channel of Kalmoni in the west connects the beel with the 

Brahmaputra by which the beel rejects water during retreating monsoon and winter season and sinks 

to a minimum water level during winter. During high flood, reverse flow of water from the river also 

enters the beel through these channels.  

             To check the back flow of flood water from entering the Guwahati city, the Guwahati 

Municipal Corporation (GMC) closes its sluice gate at Bharalu-Brahmaputra near Pragjyotish 

College, Guwahati during flood time. In these situations, Mora Bharalu carries huge amounts of 

municipal and city garbage and domestic sewage washed away by heavy water from almost all parts 

of the city. At maximum flooding, the beel is about four metres deep and during the dry season, the 

water depth drops to about one metre. 

          Besides these, River Basistha also adds some anthropogenic pollutant from Basistha temple, 

house discharges and throwing of dead cattle from nearby villages and towns throughout the year to 

the beel. The site has a humid, tropical monsoon climate,, the winter is dry and relatively cool and the 

pre-monsoon period, with occasional storms, lasts from March to May. The temperatures range from 

10.6°C to 32.0°C. Considering its ecological significance, Deepor beel was designated as Ramsar 

Wetland Site on 19/8/02 as site No 1207. 

         The water area of the beel is an ideal habitat for a large variety of aquatic plants and 

animals. During summer season large area of the beel is covered by aquatic vegetation such as water 

hyacinth, aquatic weeds and grasses, water lilies and other submeged and floating vegetation. The 

highland portions of the beel completely dry up during winter season and remain covered by aquatic 

and semi-aquatic vegetation. During the peak monsoon time, the water area of the beel extends 

significantly and touches the surrounding boundaries such as edges of hills and the National 

Highways and hence it is also a part of the Deepor Beel ecosystem. One important feature of the beel 

is that during the winter season a variety of habitats, such as deep water area, marshy lands, patches of 

water hyacinth, mud area, patches of water-grassland, paddy field area, dry grassland areas and 

scattered forest areas etc. provide large variety of ideal habitats for various types of migratory 

waterfowl, residential waterfowl etc. The existence of scattered forest areas within the beel area 

shelters a large variety of lizards. 

1.3 Important Aquatic Plants  

According to Information Sheet on Ramsar Wetland (updated: 19’ Aug. 2002), “the dominant 

aquatic plants include Eichhornia crassipes, Pistia Stratiotes. Ottelia alismoides, Lemna minor, 

Potamogeton crispus, Vallisneria spiralis, Hydrilla verticillata, Ipomoea reptans, Azolla pinnata, 
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Spirodela polyrhiza, Eleocharis Plantaginea, Nymphaea albea, N. rubra and Sagittaria sagittifolia. The 

giant water lily (Euryale ferox) also grows here. The lake shore vegetation includes Eupatorium 

odoratum, Achyranthes aspera, Cyperus esculoentus, Phragmites Karka, Vitex trifolia, Accium 

basilium, Saccharum spontaneum, and Imperata arundinacea. Dominant tree species in the nearby 

deciduous forests include Tectona grandis, Ficus bengalensis, and Bombax malabaricum. The giant 

water lilies (Euryale ferox) are of considerable botanical interest and economic importance.” 

            The special floral and faunal value of this watermass i.e. Deepor Beel finds place in 

consideration for its inclusion among the wetlands of international importance. The huge congregation 

of birds, both migratory and residential, is best known all over the world. 

1.4 Fish fauna 

           Most of the natural wetlands in Assam once were famous for fresh water fish production. In the 

same way, the diversity and concentration of indigenous fresh water fish species are very high in 

Deepor Beel area and it was due to the diverse types of habitat and high productivity of this wetland. 

It is a permanent deep and shallow water wetland and the beel is a natural breeding ground of some of 

them. The rich fish fauna as provided by the RIS includes Labio rohita, L. ceatetus, L. gonius, 

Notopterus chitala, N. kapirat, Channa striatus, Ophiocephalus gachua, Heteropneustes fossilis, 

Wallago attu, Anabas testudineus, Clarias batrachus, Mystus seenghala, M. vitatus, Kryplopterus 

biscirrthus and Ompok bimaculatus. Wild Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) still visit the beel 

despite its proximity to Guwahati. According to Chetry (1999), Deepor Beel supports, 50 different 

fish species under 19 families. Majority of them are resident fauna of this wetland. Some of the fishes 

migrate between the wetland and the parent river Brahmaputra. 

      Besides various types of food fishes available in this wetland, several ornamental fishes of 

commercial importance also thrive in Deepor Beel. The most important ornamental fishes available in 

this beel include Badis badis, Colisca lalia, Colisca fasciatus, Pseudam bassis ranga, Chanda nama, 

Botia dario, Puntius ticto, Puntinus conchonius, Glossobius giuris etc. 

            In this wetland of international importance about 26 species of ornamental fishes have been 

identified. The rich floral and faunal diversity, huge congregation of residential water birds and the 

large number of migratory birds visiting the wetland annually as seasonal guests attract large numbers 

of nature lovers, ornithologist and tourist every year Due to its international importance, the wetland 

is included in the Directory of Asian Wetlands. The beel also provides breeding and feeding grounds 

for millions of birds About 219 species of birds, including more than 70 migratory species, have been 

recorded from the beel area. (Saikia and Bhattacharjee, 1987, Barua et al., 1996).  The wetland 

provides critical habital for 17 globally threatened bird species including the critically endangered 

white-rumped vultures, long-billed vulture (Assam Tribune, June 3, 2010). 

         For all these reasons, Bird Life International has declared Deepor Beel as an Important Bird 

Area (IBA) and accorded high priority for conservation. The beel is also known for its being a refuge 

for the endangered Asiatic elephant, leopards, jungle cat and protected Barking Deer, Chinese 
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Porcupine and Sambar (Assam Tribune, June 3, 2010). In the past, the beel was a popular elephant 

hunting ground. Tarun Ram Phukan, the famous elephant hunter and one of the great leaders of 

freedom struggle from Assam often used to visit the beel and wrote a number popular adventure 

stories based on elephant hunting. Even to-day, large herds of elephants visit the beel frequently and 

spend long hours playing and bathing in the beel water. 

  Some of the aauatic birds in Assam can be seen in Deepor Beel particularly during winter 

season. Highest number of single day count of water birds recorded in Deepor Beel is 19000. 

            The beel is currently estimated to cover 9.27 sq kms of area. However, the actual coverage of 

water body is only 4.1 sq kms. Depth of the beel ranges from 6m to 1.5m depending on the seasonal 

monsoon and dry season. The site is reported to shelter a number of IUCN red-listed species. The 

Government of Assam vide Gazette Notification No. FRW. 1-80-26 declared 414 ha of the beel area 

as a Sanctuary (Deepor Beel Sanctuary). Shooting and trapping of birds are prohibited under law, but 

enforcement is not satisfactory. However, the area is patrolled by the Fishery Department. 

  1.5 Catchment Area and Surroundings  

 The entire beel area is utilised by the local people as traditional fishing ground. The beel is 

surrounded by the fishing community and some tribal people. In the North-East of the beel lies the 

thickly populated village called Tetelia and it extends up to the National Highway on the East. The 

tribal villages such as Pamohi and Mikirpara are situated on the southern fringes of the beel. The 

major crop raised by the villagers is Boro Paddy. It is a winter crop planted in December and January 

and harvested in April-May. The outer fringe areas of the beel are used for roads, industries and 

human settlement. These activities are mainly noticed in the Eastern and North Eastern parts of the 

beel. On the other hand, the Northern and North Eastern parts are occupied both for individual 

settlement and public and semi-public purposes. The Assam Engineering College, the Assam 

Ayurvedic College, the Govt. Sanskrit College and a part of Gauhati University are some major 

educational institutions situated towards the northern fringe of the beel. The Tetelia High School and 

a few primary schools in the neighbouring villages are other educational institutions in the fringe 

areas. The newly established Mother Teresa Hospital is located in the North-Western border of the 

beel. 

 The beel is surrounded by the National Highway No. 37 on the East and North East. The 

PWD road is skirting the northern fringe of the Rani and Garbhanga Reserve Forest on the South, the 

Dharapur-Kahikuchi Section of the N.H. no 37 on the West and the Engineering College Road on the 

North. Moreover, a few other minor and village roads also exist in the vicinity of this wetland. 

Besides, several other settlements and industrial units including the Border Security Forces Housing 

Complex and the Artfed Industrial Complex have come up in the swampy area of the beel. A number 

of brick kilns are also operating within the beel area itself. 
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1.6 Supply of Raw Material  

 Among other economic benefits derived from this beel is that Deepor Beel is very important 

as a good source for the supply of ‘Hira Clay’ a special thpe of soil used by the Hira community for 

making various earthen pots. From ancient times, pottery industry (hira utensils) is occupying an 

important position in the socio-economic, cultural and religious lives of the people of Assam. Apart 

from the religious and cultural importance of Hira utensils, the socio-economic condition of the Hira 

community which is a scheduled caste community, largely depends on the pottery industry where Hira 

clay in the principal raw materials. Though the industry is facing some problems resulting from stiff 

competition coming from plastic substitute, this industry has still occupied a sacred position in the 

rural as well as the urban society. Hira pottery industry is mainly a kind of cottage industry where a 

large section of the female population of the Hira community is engaged themselves in the production 

of earthen pots while the male people carry these pots to the markets for sale. 

1.7 A traditional rural industry  

           Being a traditional rural industry, pottery industry is being practised from generation to 

generation on family basis with inherited skills and the people belonging to the Hira Community are 

exclusively depending on it for their family income. As elsewhere in the country, pottery industry is 

playing an important role in the economic upliftment of the Hira Community. Hira Community is a 

vulnerable section of the society marked by educational and economic backwardness having no 

landed property at all. The very name ‘Hira Para’ dominated by the Hira people, located in the district 

of Nalbari is suggestive of the importance of the pottery industry in which Hira clay acts as the 

principal raw material used in the production of earthen pots. Hira clay is mainly to be collected from 

beels and one such important wetland having huge deposits of Hira clay is Deepor Beel from where a 

large section of potters from different areas of Assam collects the clay for making the pots. The 

potters in Nalbari and Kamrup districts collected Hira soil for their industry mainly from Deepor Beel. 

As reported by Hira artisans, it has been very difficult to collect the clay now-a-days. The areas of the 

beel having deposits of Hira clay have significantly shrunk due to many factors such as allotment of 

land for agricultural purposes, illegal occupation, construction of structures for various purposes etc. 

As a result, the artisans have to collect their raw materials (Hiea Clay) at a soaring prices. The high 

cost of raw materials and its scarcity have been a major threat towards the survival of this traditional 

rural industry. A section of such rural artisans have been reluctant to continue the age-old traditional 

occupation. Being financially hard hit, this section of rural artisans who are mostly illiterate and 

unsuitable for other trade and occupation, have been bound to accept the jobs of rickshaw pullers, 

thelawalas, daily wage labours etc. The significance of Deepor Beel in the survival of the traditional 

pottery industry as the employer of rural artisans cannot be underestimated. 

 There were also other places so important from the point of view of pottery industry. One 

such important place was Neamati, a picturesque spot situated by the side of the mighty Brahmaputra, 
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near Jorhat town. It was once a place of great economic importance to the Ahoms. The Hira 

community there was traditionally engaged in the production of earthen pots and items of daily use 

and Neamati became the centre of the Ahom pottery industry. 

           However, pottery as a craft and as a trade is dying a slow death in this once flourishing 

pottery centre at Neamati (Assam Tribune, 14th Jan, 2012) A special kind of soil found at a depth of 5 

to 6 feet on the river bank is used to make the earthen pots. This soil is ‘Kumar Mati’. Both Hira mati 

and Kumar mati are essential raw materials used in the pottery industry by the Hira community. 

Scarcity of raw materials among others, is a major problem faced by the pottery industry in Assam. 

1.8 Economic Value 

        It is found from personal field investigation that the beel is a very important wetland in lower 

Assam from many points of view. It is observed that the local people traditionally utilize the beel for 

harvesting fish and molluses and for collecting food, and fodder for family consumption and for 

domestic animals. The local people also visit the beel in search of natural food, such as vegetables, 

flowers, aquatic seeds etc. Nymphea nuts, flowers etc are harvested for sale in the local markets and 

these constitute an important and valuable natural crops. Water lily is an important aquatic plant 

available in the beel. The seeds of giant water lily is normally leased by the Government Revenue 

Department annually. The seeds generally harvested after fishing season ,constitute another source of 

revenue to the Government. 

 Several commercial species such as ornamental fish, aquarium plants and medicinal plant 

species are also available from this beel. The neighbouring forests also grow some valuable trees such 

as Shorea robusta and many others. Orchids of commercial value are also available in the 

neighbouring forests of this wetland. 

          It is reported by informants that fishes produced from this wetland are more delicious and 

tasty. Due to their freshness and taste, fishes from this wetland are sold at much higher prices than 

those that are cultured in fisheries. Not only the bigger sized varieties, but also the smaller sized fishes 

bring higher price in the local market because they are widely preferred and demanded. It is observed 

that fishes caught fresh from this beel are sold at a soaring prices in the nearby local markets. Demand 

for fish from this beel is always known to exceed the supply. 

1.9      Socio-economic Conditions of the Fishing community  

       Deepor Beel was famous for its large fish stock that really provided livelihood to a large 

section of people mostly SC people who mainly depend on this wetland for their family income. 

Deepor Beel is surrounded by some Schedule Caste areas dominated by fishermen. One such village 

is Azara village which is a revenue village having large concentration of fishermen. Azara village has 

altogether 24 paras (chupas) of which 9 paras (chupas) are dominated by fishermen (SC people). The 

paras with maximum fishermen include Keotpara, Natunbasti, Medhipara, Barbori, Hirapara, 

Hatowapara, Noapara, Matia Pahar, Bhabanipur and Hatowapara 2nd Block .However, distribution of 
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fishermen population widely differs among the paras. For instance, Bhabanipur 2nd Block and 

Hatowapara are represented by fewer Schedule Caste families Only 5-6 families are observed in 

Bhabanipur 2nd Block and about 7-8 families in Hatowapara  

       In all the nine Paras (chupas) taken together, falling in Azara village, there are about 800 

fishermen families (SC families) and the total population belonging to these families is about four 

thousand. This large segment of population exclusively depend on Deepor Beel for their family 

income. They fish in the beel round the year in groups and are completely dependent on fishing for 

their livelihood. Having no land holding of their own, the only enterprise in which they are engaged is 

fishing. It is found that there are other groups of fishermen who do not completely depend upon 

fishing. This group of fishermen catches fishes using different nets but do not have their own boats. 

They are not organized and work individually. They depend on alternative sources of income. There 

are also other groups of fishermen who take up fishing only as a subsidiary occupation and catch fish 

only for their family consumption. They also cultivate Boro paddy by the side of the Deepor Beel and 

they are both agriculturists and farm labourers.  

           In the fisher family, women are traditionally involved in different activities relating to fishing, 

in addition to their household routine. Women participation in fish trade mainly is selling of fishes in 

the market. In the godhuli Bazar (evening market), selling of fishes is generally done by women fish 

sellers. The womenfolk generally collect fishes from fishermen early in the morning. Some of the 

fishermen are observed to engage women fish sellers known as pohori for selling fishes on payment 

of money say @10 per cent of the price of the fish sold. The women fish sellers i.e. Pohoris are very 

hard working and they walk a long distance on foot from the collecting site of fishes from Deepor 

Beel to the market place. 

  Besides rendering normal household activities and selling fishes in the market, women and 

youths of the fishermen families also keep themselves engaged in making of nets which is a common 

practice among them. Besides the Kaiborta caste, population belonging to tribal and non-tribal groups 

also reside in the fringe areas of Deepor Beel and thus large population of about 700 families 

belonging to these groups who reside in the fringe area depend directly or indirectly on the beel for 

their livelihood. 

            Besides traditional fishing occupation the enterprises in which a section of the families are 

engaged are poultry and goat rearing. These are reported to be a subsidiary source of income. 

1.10 Community Fishing  

    Fishing in Deepor Beel is generally operated throughout the year, though the peak season is 

during winter i.e. December to February. But it extends up to March. However, community fishing is 

a traditional practice observed generally during festival i.e. mainly Magh Bihu. Community fishing 

festival is locally known as Beel Baish. The time of community fishing depends on the water level of 

the beel. The water level of the beel is dependent on the Brahmaputra water level, since the beel is 
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connected with Brahmaputra through a channel called ‘Khanajan’. When the water level of 

Brahmaputra rises, the beel water also rises and vice versa. When the water level of Brahmaputra 

river recedes mainly after monsoon, the water level of the beel also drops down and depending on it, 

the fishermen population of 9 paras (subas) jointly decides the date for ‘Beel Baish’ and the day 

selected for the festival generally must be a ‘Sunday’. However, on the eve of the Beel Baish, there is 

a traditional religious practice to offer ‘Naibedya’, and prayer to Gods for happy and safe ending of 

fishing operations in the beel that shelters not only fish species but also other harmful animals. 

Catching of bigger varieties of fishes starts only after the local fishing festival (Beel Baish). 

1.11 Fishing Norms  

        As a conservation measure to protect the fish founa in the beel against over fishing and 

reckless catches, fishing in the middle portion of the beel is not allowed from the last part part May 

till the celebration of the beel festival. In the dry season water level of the beel recedes significantly. 

During this period, bigger variety of fishes assemble in the deep water of the beel. Moreover, with the 

on set of early monsoon during this period, the breeding time begins. The restriction on fishing in the 

middle portion of the beel protects the fish fauna from being overexploited. However, fishing on the 

edge of the beel is kept open throughout the year since more than 95 per cent of the fisher population 

has no other alternative source of income except daily catches from the beel. 

 1.12 Biotic communities  

 (a) Planktons: Rich plankton diversity is noticeable in this wetland. Chetry (1999) reported 

45 genera of planktons in the core area of the beel of which 15 were phytoplankton and 30 

zooplanktons. The abundance of protozoan community mainly paramecium hinted putrefied organic 

matter in the water. The presence of rotifers indicated the rich nutrient status of the wetland. The core 

area of this wetland is deteriorating and advancing towards eutrophication (Chetry, 1999).  

            (b) Macrophytes: Macrophytes form an important component of the wetland and constitute 

diverse forms of free-floating, submerged and çø’iergent macrophytes. important floating 

macrophytes found in the beel are Eichhornw crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, L.e,nna minor, Azolhi 

pinnata, Salvinia natan.s, Nelumbo nucfrra, Neimbo lotus, Nymphaea alba, Nelumbo rubra, Euryale 

ferox, Marsiela qzuidrifoiia, Spirodela polyrrhiza, and Trapa his pinosa. The submerged macrophytes 

include Potamoget on cris pus, Vail isneria spiralis, Hydrilla verticellata, Nais sps, Najas sp., Nitella 

sp., Necharnendra sp., Chara sp., Ceratophyllum demarsum and Ut ricularia sp. The emergent species 

are represented by Paspalurn serobiculatum, Ipomoea reptans,Cyperus sp.,Eupatorium sp., Phragtnitis 

sp., Saccharum sp.. Acciurn sp., bnperata sp., Vitex sp., Eleoclwrish j.)nfacsnca. Sagitfaria sagitifolia 

arid Hygrorhiza sp. 

       (c) Benthos: The important benthic fauna in the Deepor beel ecosystem includes Tubfex sp., Nais 

sp., Dero sp., Liinnodriiius sp., Chaoborus sp., Chironomus sp., Bellamya sp., Bortia sp., Chaoborous 

sp., Culicoids sp., Dragon fly larvae, stone fly larvae. Cybister larvae, PiTh globosa and Llnio sp. 
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Part II 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

         2.1 Field observations 
 

               On the basis of data collected sample during the pre monsoon and monsoon season in the 

year 2011  have been presented in tabular form and then the results have been discussed and analyzed  

in terms of physico-chemical Parameters as follows : 

 
i. Air: Spatio-temporal variation of air temperature recorded in Deepor wetland has been presented in 

the Table 1 and Table 2. During the monsoon season the air temperature ranges from 290c to 300c in 

Deepor wetland . 

ii. Water Temperature  The water temperature ranges from 280c to 290c in Deepor wetland respectively 

during the pre monsoon season. During the monsoon season the water temperature ranges from 290c 

to 300c in Deepor wetland . 

iii. PH : The   PH value  obtained from  Deepor wetland during monsoon season was 6.05. 

iv. Dissolved Oxygen: Considerable variation in dissolved oxygen in the water of the Deepar beel was 

noted during the period of study. Dissolved Oxygen in Deepor wetland the value ranged between 1.2 

mg/l ( station 3, monsoon) to 2.8 mg/l ( station 1, pre monsoon). 

v.  Free CO2 : The pattern of changes of Free carbon dioxide in the Deepar beel was more or less 

similar. Deepor wetland the value ranged between 11mg/l 9 ( station 1 and 3, pre monsoon) to 26.4 

mg/l ( station 2, monsoon) respectively.  

vi. Transparency: The transparency values are usually low during  pre monsoon (32.5 cm in station 1) 

which may be due to inflow of flood water from the Brahmaputra river and eroded soil, silt and 
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sediments from the catchment’s areas. Highest transparency was recorded during  monsoon (45.5 cm 

in station 1). 

vii. Total Alkalinity: The value obtained as 299 mg/l in Deepor wetland during monsoon season ( station 

1) .Total alkalinity was maximum in winter (350 mg/1) which may be due to high photosynthetic 

activity.  

viii. Macrophyte Species: During the study 12 macrophyte species were identified during the monsoon 

and pre monsoon period. The most dominant and most common species were found to be Eichhornia 

crassipes, Euryale ferox and Salvinia species. And the lesser found species was Ipomoea aquatica.  

ix. Fish Species: During the study, 10 fish species were captured and identified. The most dominant and 

most common species were found to be cyprinidae and channidae . The lesser found species were 

Xenonedon cancila. 

x.  

Table: 1 
Physico-Chemical parameters of water samples in Pre Monsoon period A (Deepor beel) 

Parameters Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 
Time 9.15 am 9.45 am 10.30 pm 
Air temperature (0c) 29 30 31 
Water temperature (0c) 28 28 29 
PH 6.35 6.62 6.56 
Free CO2(mg/l) 11 15.4 11 
DO (mg/l) 2.8 2.6 2.2 

Transparency (cm) 32.5 31 33 
Total Alkalinity (mg/l) 350 330 345 

 
 
 

Table: 2 
Physico-Chemical parameters of water samples in Monsoon period (Deepor beel) 

 
Parameters Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 

Time 10.40 am 10.55 am 11.20 am 
Air temperature (0c) 29 29 30 
Water temperature 
(0c) 

30 29 29 

PH 6.94 6.99 6.05 
Free CO2(mg/l) 17.6 26.4 13.2 
DO (mg/l) 1.7 1.3 1.2 
Transparency (cm) 45.5 45.5 42.5 
Total Alkalinity 
(mg/l) 

299  303 300 
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3 

Collection of Fish Species during Pre Monsoon period 
( “+” indicate present, “_” indicate absent) 

           
Fish Spp Family A1 A2 A3 
Chanda nama Chandidae + - + 
Macrognathus 
aculeatus 

Mastacembelida
e 

+ + - 

Puntius Cyprinidae + + + 
Channa gachua Channidae - - + 
Colisa fasciata Belontidae + - + 
Amblypharyngodo
n mola 

Cyprinidae - - - 

Chaca chaca  + + - 
Mystus bleekeri Bargridae - + - 
Xenonedon cancila Belontidae - - + 
Macrobrachium  + + - 

 
    Table: 4 

Collection of Fish Species during Monsoon period 
( “+” indicate present, “_” indicate absent)                

Fish Spp Family A1 A2 A3 
Chanda nama Chandidae + - + 
Macrognathus 
aculeatus 

Mastacembelidae + + - 

Puntius Cyprinidae + + + 
Channa gachua Channidae - - + 
Colisa fasciata Belontidae + - + 
Amblypharyngodon 
mola 

Cyprinidae - + - 

Chaca chaca  + + - 
Mystus bleekeri Bargridae - + - 
Xenonedon cancila Belontidae - - - 
Macrobrachium  + + - 

 

2.2 Causes of degradation of wetland ecosystem: Some of the major natural and 

anthropogenic factors that are degrading the Deepor Beel are:  

i. The feeding channel, Khalajan has been bringing to the beel yearly putrefied matters 
from the catchments and hence resulted in siltation. This causes loss of biodiversity and 
also closing of connecting channels and also hamper in auto-stocking 
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ii. Deepor beel is connected with Basistha Bahini, a city canal, which carries heavy 
pollutants, municipal sewage, industrial effluents and anthropogenic release from 
Basistha to the beel and hence environmental conditions of the beel is deteriorating and 
becoming unsuitable for diverse biota.  

iii. Construction of railway line along the southern boundary of the Deepor  beel disturbs 
the wetland ecosystem. 

iv. The practice of paddy cultivation in marginal areas reduces the water area.  

v. Unchecked rapid deforestation and cutting of soil in Chakardoi and Jhalukbari hills are 
causing erosion as a result adding silt and sediments to the beel.  

vi. Uncontrolled growth of aquatic weeds due to heavy nutrient deposition is creating 
constant accumulation of the detritus at the bottom 

vii.  Industrial development within the periphery of the beel leads to the destruction of the 
wetland ecosystem. 

viii.  Large scale encroachment within the Deepor Beel area has caused a threat to the 
cosystem of the Deepor beel. . 

ix. Allotment of Government vacant land to private parties by Government Settlement 
Department has also disturbed the ecosystem of the Deepor beel .  

x. The various biotic and non-biotic organisms of the beel have been threatened due to 
brick kiln and earth cutting within the beel ecosystem.  

xi.  Different fish ,birds, flora and fauna of the beel have been in extinction due to hunting, 
trapping and killing of birds and mammals within and in the adjoining areas of Deepor 
Beel 

xii.  Unplanned and destructive fishing practices. 

xiii. Pesticides and fertilizers are largely used in the adjacent agricultural land and these 
enter the beel as agricultural run off. The fertilizers have led to the degradation of the 
wetland ecosystem  

xiv. The core area of the beel is used as picnic spot by local people. The Plastic 
items and other wastes used by the picnic parties also enter into the beel water 
in course of time which also add to water pollution of the beel every year. 

xv.  The jungle in the catchments area to the South is often felled illegally by unscrupulous 
people to supply timber to the sawmills. These activities lead to increased erosion 
which cause rapid siltation in the beel. 

xvi. Increasing siltation from the surrounding hill areas due to illegal felling of trees, 
accumulation of all types of filth and wastes from the Bharalu and Bahini rivers,  
industrial sprawling within the beel periphery, dumping of city garbage nearby etc. are 
some factors that have pushed this once pristine ecosystem to the verge of extinction . 
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xvii. Another problem in the wetland fisheries is overexploitation of fish including killing of 
jucenile and brood fish. 

          On declaration of a part of this beel as Wildlife Sanctuary, the Deepor Beel site 
would be an ideal spot for tourism development. However, unless the approach to tourism 
development is made with caution, it may be detrimental to the already depleted biodiversity of 
the beel it is the opinion of the ASTEC and Forest officials.  

 

2.5 Need For Conservation  

 Based on observation it can be said that the important Ramsar Site is highly degraded and 

hence it needs immediate conservation measures. Some such measures are discussed below. 

 Khonajan, which is the feeding channel of the beel, carries to the beel putrified matters in 

large quantity from the catchment areas every year. It results in siltation that causes loss of 

biodiversity. Hence, de-sillation of the channel is essential. 

  Deepor Beel is connected with Basistha Bahini. It is a city canal and it carries huge 

pollutants, industrial effluents and municipal sewage from Basistha to the beel. Hence, the problem of 

environmental degradation can be easily guessed. These sewage inflow should be immediately 

diverted from the canal and dumped in some other suitable areas where these can be converted into 

fertilizers.. Growth of population in the vicinity of this water body, increasing encroachments and 

construction of buildings in the adjoining areas have    reduced the main water area of the beel. Hence, 

such activities should be restricted on priority basis. 

 Rapid deforestation, wanton felling of trees and cutting of earth in the nearby hills have 

resulted in large scale erosion thus adding sediments to the beel. The harmful activities resulting from 

deforestation should be stopped and planned programme of forestation should be undertaken before 

the wheel slips out of spear. 

 Sustainable and judicious exploitation of the wetland resources should be carried out without 

destroying the ecosystem. 

 Growth of harmful aquatic weeds due to heavy nutrient deposit has led to constant 

accumulation of detritus at the bottom of the beel. The result is that the beel is under tremendous 

pressure by obstructing the passage of solar energy. Hence it is highly pertinent to remove these 

harmful weeds by some manual labour. 

 Overexploitation of fishes in the wetland is another problem. The fishermen even do not 

observe the ‘closed season’. Gogoi (2007) remarked that a joint management policy may be worked 

out by the Forest Department and NGOs for conservation of biodiversity of the area with the NGOs 

serving as a link between the Government agencies and the local community. In order to avoid killing 

of juvenile and brood fishes, ‘closed season’ may be strictly observed. 

 

2.6 Management of the Beel 
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        Before 2009, the entire fishing activities of this wetland and its management were under the 

supervision of a local society named “Deepor Beel Pachpara Samabai Samity Ltd” which is a 

registered society under Society Registration Act. However, the memberhip to the society is 

voluntary, but only the man belonging to the fishermen community can apply for membership of the 

society.Fishing in the beel area is restricted to the fishermen community alone and no body outside 

this community is allowed to fish in the beel. However, an amount @Rs. 100.00 per fisherman per 

year is realized for fishing in the beel throughout the year and the amount thus obtained is the source 

of income for the Samabai Samity. Non-member fishermen are also allowed fishing subject to the 

payment of the same amount of fees of Rs. 100.00. The fund of the Samity is subject to Internal and 

Government Audit. The expenses incurred on the vigil of the beel assets during nights are met from 

the samity fund. Moreover, Manasa Puja, an annual religious festival is centrally observed every year 

at Manasa Temple located at Keot Para. Cost of repair of the temple and that on celebration of Puja is 

met by the Samity and as reported, the Samabai Samity donated an amount of Rs. 2,00000/- towards 

the temple for celebrating the annual Manasa Puja during 2011-2012. 

 However, ‘Beel Bais’ is a ceremonious occasion observed every year on the eve of the 

community fishing where people belonging to the fishermen community within the age-group of 18-

60 year only are allowed to fish in the beel. What normally happens is that all the people belonging to 

the fishermen community of the mine paras within the permissible age limit irrespective of their 

economic and social status take part in the community fishing. Even the government officials of this 

community also join the fishing festival. One significant aspect of the community fishing is that 

people from different places such as Guwahati, Palashbari Mirza, Kukurmara etc. flock the beel on 

the occasion of the ‘Beel Bais’ to have the pleasant view as well as to purchase fishes for their 

domestic consumption. That day, catches are sold only to individual consumer and fish traders are not 

allowed to purchase fish for sale in the market. Importantly, fishes that day are not sold on weights 

but are sold on what is locally called ‘aska basis’ i.c. as a whole. If any excess persists after meeting 

the present consumer needs, is supplied to traders for sale in the market. Every year about 1200-1500 

fishermen take part in the community fishing 

 
2.7 CONCLUSION         
 
          From the study it is clear that the the Deepar beel that is selected for the experimental purpose 

is healthy in terms of water quality and fish diversity is not so poor. And macrophyte diversity is also 

moderate. During the study, it was also observed that the wetlands which occupy a large amount of 

macrophyte population, both during the monsoon and pre monsoon period (generally macrophytes 

remain in gathering in the wetland basin, during pre monsoon season, and are spread over in the 

surrounding catchments during the monsoon season, with the water course) there only found some gill 

breathing fishes. On the other hand the wetlands which have a moderate diversity of macrophyte, 

supports the maximum variety of fish species. As from such type of wetlands, we captured maximum 
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fish varieties. And in the wetlands where macrophyte diversity is very low or very negligible, the 

diversity of fish species is also very low. 

          From the study, we can concluded that, for the greater production of fish species in the 

wetlands, the diversity of macrophyte population should be moderate, because a moderate diversity of 

macrophyte population supports a large variety of fish species.  
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